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During our 4 to 5 hour drive to La Pesca from Tampico we learned a little about the 
oyster "producers" (harvesters) and markets. They harvest oysters to fill orders e.g. 100 
shucked meats for 80 pesos (less than a penny a piece).  Typical harvest shell size is two 
inches. There is an understanding and appreciation that the shells need to be returned to 
the Laguna to maintain substrate for the cycle of natural spat settlement and recruitment. 
Presently, the harvested oysters are taken home and shucked and sold to buyers who 
transport them to city markets/restaurants. In La Pesca we did see one street vendor 
cooking and selling grilled oysters suggesting that at least locally there is some sales of 
shellstock.   There is no current exploration of half-shell markets that could considerably 
increase the price per oyster.   Selling chilled oysters in the shell would present new 
refrigeration and handling challenges. 
 
One possibility to explore is developing hatchery with spat-on-shell capabilities. This is a 
low cost alternative to singles that complements what the fishermen are used to and need 
most immediately – more fishable oysters. From this extra stock they could begin to 
explore culling the “prettiest” oysters and try to develop a market for oysters on the half 
shell. There must be restaurants and retailers in Mexico City that buy Pacific oysters and 
produce a competitive product. 
 
 
Day 2 – (10/31/13 – Thursday) 
A fisherman, Margorito (who is also president of the local fishing cooperative with about 
70 members) took Ivonne and us by boat to Laguna Morales which is large, lined with 
mangroves., and quite shallow (0.5 to 1.5 m). While wading in thigh deep water, he 
pulled up several clusters of oyster shells, most of which were dead. Ivonne thought that 
the recent and sudden low salinity effect of Hurricane Ingrid (which dropped about 20 
inches of water in 2 days and dropped the salinity to 0 ppt in the river and at least the 
lower reaches of the Laguna Morales) might have contributed to their death. Silt (clay) 
was also implicated as a possible suffocating cause during flooding. We noted that there 
were ribbed mussels sometimes in these clusters of shells. Despite our efforts we could 
not find any of the sometimes reportedly problematic seaweed that was also a past 
problem. We did see crab traps that fishermen bait and set with color-coded floats that 
they tend almost daily. The fact that they set gear and tend it regularly is a good sign for 
the prospect of setting out oyster culture cages. Margorito said he believed poaching of 
cultured oysters would not be a problem because many fishermen were present in the 
Laguna during the day and no one came out there at night.  We noted that among the 
clusters of oysters that there were ribbed mussels. Margorito told us these were 
apparently introduced in the last 20 years perhaps with contaminated shell cultch and 
according to him competed with the oysters..  The oysters in shallower water (possibly 
intertidal) and on firmer ground were healthier and bigger.  We did not see any live 
oysters over 2 inches. Apparently besides (and perhaps because of) the declining 
abundance of oysters, the pressure has been to take smaller oysters, too.		
	
Later that morning we lectured 45 or more attentive University students in General 
Aquaculture with an emphasis on shellfish aquaculture from 11:30 to 3pm. 
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Mass	Algae	Production	Manual,	P.	Becker	,	MBL,	2003	
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Phytoplankton	Culture	for	Aquaculture	Feed,	L.	Creswell,	SRAC	#	5004,	2010	
Micro	Algae	Culture,	D.	Leavitt,	Roger	Williams	University,	2013	
Oyster	Hatchery	Manual,	P.	Kemp,	Carteret	Community	College,	2006.	
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Developing	and	Marketing	a	Brand,	R.	Rheault,	NRAC/MAIC	2010	
Growing	Single	Oysters	in	Georgia,	Georgia	Sea	Grant	
Manual	for	Holding	and	Shedding	Blue	Crabs,	M.C.	Oesterling,	Virginia	Sea	Grant,	
1995.	
A	Practical	Manual	for	Remote	Setting	in	Virginia,	M.S.	Congrove,	et.al,		Virginia	
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MBL	Aquaculture	Overview,	S.	Lindell,	Powerpoint	
Strategies	to	Restore	Oyster	Populations	on	Martha’s	Vineyard,	R.	Karney,	
Powerpoint	
Shellfish	Culture	on	Martha’s	Vineyard,	R.	Karney	,	Powerpoint	
 
 


